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WHAT WE KNOW AND NEED TO KNow ABOUT
GAMIFICATION AND ONLINE ENGAGEMENT
Stephanie Kimbro
I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing online engagement between the public and legal professionals
needs to be elevated as a critical focus of access to justice solutions. Without
first figuring out how to effectively engage the public through online
applications, the time, energy, and funding put into creating will not have the
desired impact. Understanding online engagement in terms of connecting the
public with legal services is the primary way the legal profession can ensure that
access to justice solutions-from legal aid created self-help resources to private
practitioners and law firms offering unbundled services-are actually discovered
and taken advantage of by the public.
When lawyers hear the term "online engagement," they may think about
ways to increase traffic to their law firm's website or how to allocate the firm's
marketing budget to online advertising resources that might drive new clients
from their website to their front door. While "engagement" is often a useful
marketing term, this Paper is not about lawyer advertising in the traditional
sense. It is about the legal profession looking for methods to increase online
engagement with people in need of basic legal assistance, whether that assistance
comes from a solo practitioner, law firm, legal clinic, legal aid office or other
social services, or legal service organization. The Paper draws on research from
the fields of marketing and design for ideas about practical implementation of
effective engagement, and is also based heavily on the science behind these
methods which are found in studies conducted in the fields of psychology,
education, behavior science, and human-computer interaction (HCI) studies.'
Engagement has many different definitions depending on its application.2
The most relevant definition for the purposes of this Paper derives from the use
of engagement in the marketing profession and is sometimes referred to as
"experiential" marketing.3 This form of engagement attempts to involve the
M.A., J.D. Fellow, Stanford Law School Center on the Legal Profession and Co-Director,
Center for Law Practice Technology.
1. The Paper focuses especially on research in the field of psychology and human-computer
interaction. See infra Part VII.
2. See generally Giselle Abramovich, How Brands Define Engagement, DIGIDAY.COM
(Aug. 29, 2012), http://digiday.com/brands/how-brands-defme-engagement (asking agency and
brand executives for their definition of 'engagement').
3. See ANTVibes, Experiential Marketing Boils Down to Engagement,
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consumer directly with a company's brand.4 It involves interaction between the
two parties and allows customers to build a relationship with a brand that will
instill some form of loyalty and trust.5 The goal with this form of engagement is
to establish a long-term connection through the relationship and the interaction
6that is built up around the brand. In the same way, a law firm or a legal services
organization could utilize this method of engagement o develop a brand that the
public can come to trust. There has never been a deficit of reputation building
within the legal profession. Rather, the issue is conveying one's reputation to
the public online.
More specifically, effective engagement oday is not a one-way street where
a company puts a message out on different media and hopes the consumer will
take notice. That is the old model of consumer advertising in effect before the
Internet and social media applications changed the way that consumers
communicate. This Paper discusses below how even earlier methods of online
engagement are no longer as effective as they once were as the public becomes
more accustomed to exposure of brands by those methods.9 Newer methods of
online engagement, particularly those involving social media and gamified
applications, have been shown to increase involvement in local communities
even by groups of individuals who were typically underrepresented in civil and
political interactions. 10
Today, effective engagement depends on a two-way street of communication
between the company and the consumer, and on direct participation by the
consumer in the development of the company's products and services on some
level." It is more of a conversation.12 This two-way relationship may be more
difficult for lawyers to utilize in the online world, because the rules of
professional conduct and ethics opinions related to advertising often make
lawyers hesitant to say anything to prospective clients without tacking a slew of
4. See Attack! Marketing, Experiential 101: What Is Experiential Marketing?,




7. See Abramovich, supra note 2.
8. See id.
9. See id.
10. In a study conducted in 2012, younger adults and those with lower education levels were
found to become more involved in civil and political processes by using social media. "The
differences in characteristics between traditional Internet and social media appear to play an
important role in fostering citizen engagement, especially by appearing to reduce the barrier related
to education and seemingly engaging citizens beyond those typically identified as opinion leaders."
Andrea Kavanaugh et al., Social Media vs. Traditional Internet Use for Community Involvement:
Toward Broadening Participation, 2014 LECTURE NOTES COMPUTER SC. 1, 9.
11. See Abramovich, supra note 2.
12. See id.
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disclaimers onto an already filtered message.13 This dynamic makes for stifled
conversations that do not translate into the creation of trust that develop with
messages that are more open, accessible, and transparent. This Paper focuses on
changing the mindset of the legal profession to enable effective online
engagement and at proposed methods of increasing online engagement
throughout the profession.
II. WHO ARE LAWYERS TRYING TO ENGAGE?
The first step to understanding online engagement is defining the parties that
will be involved in the conversation around legal services. There is a large
market for basic legal services.14 Legal services generally are not expensive
when they are basic legal needs that make up the largest portion of the
marketplace.'5 This is the "latent" legal market that some estimate to be close to
a $45 billion market.16 Fifty percent of middle income households in the United
States have at least one legal problem per year but only 20% seek legal
assistance from a lawyer. The Legal Services Corporation issued reports over
a period of three years entitled, "Documenting the Justice Gap in America."
The reports analyzed state legal needs studies conducted in the 2000s.19
Surprisingly, the cost of legal services was only a small factor in explaining why
individuals did not seek legal services.20 More often, respondents reported they
did not seek legal services because they did not believe anything could be done;
they did not believe their issue was a legal problem; or they did not know where
21
to go for legal assistance.
A 2014 report by Rebecca L. Sandefur for the American Bar Foundation,
"Accessing Justice in the Contemporary USA: Findings from the Community
Needs and Services Study," provides more detailed information about the
22
mindset of the individuals that the profession should be engaging. In most
cases, these individuals do not understand that the situations they are in have
13. See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 7.2 (AM. BAR Ass'N 1983); see also Barry L.
Brickner, Scary Things: Or How to Avoid Breaching Ethics on the Internet, ST. B. MICH (June,
1999), http://www.michbar.org/opinions/ethics/articles/june99.
14. See Richard S. Granat, The Latent Market for Legal Services: Closing the Justice Gap,
SLIDESHARE 7 (Dec. 2, 2013), http://www.slideshare.net/rgranat/latent-market-for-legal-services.
15. See Aaron George, Laywer Fees Find Out How Much You Will Pay, LAWKICK,
http://blog.lawkick.com/lawyer-fees-how-much-you-pay/ (last visited Mar. 22, 2016) (explaining
the costs of certain basic legal services).
16. Granat, supra note 14, at 7.
17. Id. at 8.
18. Legal Servs. Corp., Documenting the Justice Gap in America (2009).
19. Id. at 1, 3.
20. See Rebecca L. Sandefur, Accessing Justice in the Contemporary USA: Findings from
the Community Needs and Services Study 13 (Am. B. Found. 2014).
21. Id. at 12-13.
22. See id. at 3.
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23legal implications. The most common issues faced were related to their
livelihood and financial stability, including employment, debt, insurance, or
24other situations involving money. Issues related to government benefits, such
25
as social security, and rental housing, such as eviction, were also cited. The
report noted that the high number of activities related to these civil justice issues
26indicates the clear need for access to legal assistance. Additionally, those
27
impacted by these situations were not in an isolated bubble. The consequences
of these civil legal situations affect the individuals' families directly and reach
out into their communities affecting society at large.28
Almost more disturbing than the number of civil legal situations people
faced was the fact that a significant portion of this population (16%) did nothing
about them.29 Their most common method of handling issues was through self-
help; or if they did turn to someone else, it was to someone in their immediate
social network of family or friends (23%).30 Usually these individuals only
reached out to someone else when the situation was related to an issue like
personal injury (32%) or the breakdown of a relationship, such as divorce.3 '
People were least likely to turn to outside third parties for help when the issue
32
involved housing or debt. Overall, 46% of the respondents in the study
handled civil justice situations through self-help.3 3 Sixteen percent did nothing
at all and 16% reached out to family and friends for help.34
As previously indicated, the cost of legal services is not the primary factor
deterring people from reaching out to the legal profession for help.35 The
primary reasons given by respondents were that they did not see the need for
36
help and that they did not think it would make a difference. More telling from
a psychological standpoint is how these situations were characterized by the
respondents. The majority (56%) stated that their situation was "bad luck/part of
life" or "part of God's plan."37 Another 21% of the respondents described their
civil justice situations as inappropriate to share with outside third parties because
38
they were either private or best handled within the family or community. Yet,
23. Id.
24. Id. at 7.
25. Id.
26. See id.
27. See id. at 10.
28. Id.






35. Id. at 13.
36. Id.
37. Id. at 14.
38. Id.
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85% of respondents agreed that "courts are an important way for ordinary people
to enforce their rights" and seemed to believe that courts provide a fair method
of handling legal problems.39
This research evidences the crucial disconnect between the resources
available for accessing the justice system and their use by the public. It may be
that those in the legal profession trying to increase access to justice do not fully
understand how to connect with the people they are trying to help. There is also
a need to better educate the public with respect to civil justice situations so that
people can recognize when there is a legal need and what solutions may be
available.
Related to understanding the emotional mindsets of people facing civil
justice problems, there are several questions that should be considered: What
happens when personal pride comes into decision-making? What happens when
a civil justice situation is embarrassing for a person and how does that impact
their decision regarding whether to get help? How do feelings of shame or guilt
factor into decision-making? Research addressing these questions needs to be
connected to the previously-cited statistics so that the legal profession can get a
better handle on how to create online engagement methods that will be the most
effective.40
With regard to education and empowerment of the public to identify legal
needs and solutions: How can better legal education through online engagement,
both for preventative and immediate legal needs, alleviate some of the emotional
impact of civil justice situations and allow individuals to seek appropriate legal
assistance? How can the legal profession engage with the public online so that
they will turn to the profession when they need assistance rather than letting their
legal issues go without resolution?
III. CHANGING THE LAWYER AND LEGAL SERVICE PROVIDER MINDSET FOR
ONLINE ENGAGEMENT
In February 2011, the American Bar Association Standing Committee on the
Delivery of Legal Services published the results of a public opinion poll.4 1 The
report noted that the primary method of locating a lawyer was asking "a friend,
39. Id. at 15.
40. There may be additional research from the medical field related to medical
embarrassment and how that profession has dealt with helping individuals move past feelings of
embarrassment or shame in order to more adequately assist them in addressing their symptoms and
medical condition. It might be beneficial for the legal profession to find out how the medical
profession handles similar situations where clients are choosing not to address needs because of
their beliefs and emotions rather than based on circumstances.
41. STANDING COMM. ON THE DELIVERY OF LEGAL SERVICES, AM. BAR Ass'N,
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42
family member or colleague" for a referral. Only 7% of individuals who
responded to the poll reported searching online to find a lawyer.43 But how do
people communicate with friends and family and make these requests for
referrals to lawyers? They ask for recommendations on Facebook, Twitter,
Skype, over e-mail, or in an online forum where several of their friends are
engaged at the same time to receive multiple suggestions.44 Their friends and
family could perhaps respond with names and links to lawyers' websites. Recent
studies have indicated that mobile technology, in particular smartphones, is the
primary way that Americans of all income levels are accessing the Internet.45
Before beginning a conversation, especially one with a productive goal,
46most people gather basic information about who they are communicating with.
To start out, this means understanding a few basics about how that person prefers
to communicate-phone call, email, text, video chat, instant messaging. People
gravitate toward online sites in which they feel most comfortable communicating
and sharing. People share information when they know that the other person
experiences the same issues in life that they do, such as births, deaths, marriage,
work experiences, and stress. The commonalities we have as human beings
make us able to engage in initial conversation with each other, and that-along
with selecting the best method of communication-is how engagement starts.
Unfortunately, since the rise of the Internet as a platform for communication,
lawyers have predominately taken the stance of hesitant observers, many
refusing to engage in any form of digital communication except for work-related
e-mails and professional forums.47 While the rest of the world, including other
professionals, learned how to relate, share, and communicate information online,
the legal profession fell behind.4 8 The public noticed.49 Legal service companies
42. Id. at 8.
43. Id.
44. See id. at 15-16.
45. See AARON SMITH, PEW RESEARCH CTR., U.S. SMARTPHONE USE IN 2015 (Apr. 1,
2015), http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/04/01/us-smartphone-use-in-2015/; see also Survey New
U.S. Smartphone Growth by Age and Income, NIELSEN NEWSWIRE (Feb. 20, 2012),
http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/newswire/2012/survey-new-u-s-smartphone-growth-by-age-and-
income.html (noting how income, along with age, plays a significant role in smartphone
ownership).
46. See Jerome R. Sehulster, Things We Talk About, How Frequently, and to Whom:
Frequency of Topics in Everyday Conversation as a Function of Gender, Age, and Marital Status,
199 AM. J. OF PSYCHOL. 407, 431 (1996) (citing Monisha Pasupathi, The Social Construction of the
Personal Past and Its Implications for Adult Development, 127 PSYCHOL. BULL. 651, 654 (2001);
Jerome R. Sehulster & D. Bruce, Prospective and Retrospective Factors in the Organization of
Autobiographical Memory, Presented at the International Conference on Memory Symposium (July,
1996)).
47. See Catherine J. Lanctot, Attorney-Client Relationships in Cyberspace: The Peril and the
Promise, 49 DUKE L.J. 147, 150 (1999) (noting how "there remains a sizeable segment of the
profession that has never ventured into cyberspace . . . .").
48. See id. at 149 (acknowledging how on the verge of the new millennium, lawyers were
just beginning to realize the potential benefits of using computer technology).
350 [VOL. 67: 345
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and nonprofessional bloggers attempted to fill the gap when there was
conversation about the law or delivery of legal services.50 Now lawyers are
making an effort to join the conversation with the public we are supposed to
serve, but learning which methods of communication work best and how to
engage is the challenge.
Some lawyers attempt to engage with the public online by marketing their
services "at" the public rather than engaging in a conversation about legal
issues.5 ' This is a way of taking an old concept of advertising and applying it to
a medium that is more about content and conversation than direct, hard selling.
Traditional methods of advertising often fail miserably online because they
attempt to engage with consumers in the wrong way hitting them over the head
with promotions and flashy graphics instead of responding to what an individual
52is expressing interest in by providing useful information. When used by a
lawyer, even in compliance with ethics rules, these brash methods may have a
negative impact that is more quickly spread and produces an even worse result
than if the lawyer had never attempted to engage online in the first place.
In the legal services sector, various online self-help resources and pilot
projects have been launched to provide legal assistance to the public.53 While
there is a shift towards making these resources more mobile, the majority of the
online resources are still heavily text-based and do not provide the level of
engagement necessary to provide the desired benefits.54  In many cases, the
public may not know that these resources are available and in the process of
searching online for assistance, they may not stumble upon them. This is
especially true if the individual is not aware that the situation he or she is in has
legal implications. Even if they are aware that there is a legal solution to their
situation, they most likely will not go to a lawyer as a first point of call.
49. See id. at 151 (noting how the public began to use the Internet to find resources for their
legal problems).
50. See id. at 152 (quoting Joan C. Rogers, Ethics, Malpractice Concerns Cloud E-Mail, On-
Line Advice, 12 LAWS. MANUAL ON PROF'L CONDUCT 59, 70 (1996)) (providing an example of a
website established to facilitate requests for legal advice).
5 1. See Abramovich, supra note 2.
52. See, e.g., Wendy Lea, The New Rules of Customer Engagement, INC. (Apr. 5, 2012),
http://www.inc.com/wendy-lea/new-rules-of-customer-engagement.html (providing how businesses
are now beginning to use "social technologies to form meaningful, ongoing relationships" with
consumers).
53. See LEGAL SERVS. CORP., REPORT OF THE SUMMIT ON THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY TO
EXPAND ACCESS TO JUSTICE 2-4 (Dec. 2013) (proposing that each state will create "a unified 'legal
portal' that will "[direct] persons needing legal assistance to the most appropriate form of assistance
and guides self-represented litigants through the entire legal process."); LEGAL SERVS. CORP.,
Technology Initiative Grant Program, http://tig.lsc.gov/ (last visited Mar. 22, 2016) (noting that the
Legal Services Corporation's Technology Initiative Grant Program has "awarded $46 million in
grants for more than 570 projects that leverage technology to help meet the civil needs of low-
income people" over the past fifteen years).
54. See, e.g., NORTHWEST JUSTICE PROJECT, EVICTION AND YOUR DEFENSE: INSTRUCTIONS
AND FORMS 7-8 (Aug. 2015) (online self-help resource providing heavily text-based information
regarding evictions and starting an unlawful detainer in the state of Washington).
2016] 351
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Based on the data that informs us about the ways that the public prefers to
communicate online, lawyers need to recognize that the Internet is the place
where the majority of our communications are occurring rather than just a
placeholder for a "real" location, such as physical office space. While many of
the solutions for legal problems still require showing up to a real-world
courthouse and meeting a lawyer at a legal aid office, the bulk of the
conversation around those legal issues may be occurring online. The
conversation around legal services online requires that those in the legal
profession actively listen and observe methods of communication that are being
used and learn to respond to those, rather than attempting to design legal
assistance websites and resources that do not contain the elements necessary to
engage with the individuals they are intended to reach. Once the lawyer mindset
is changed and these skills are learned, lawyers will have a better chance at
adopting productive online methods of engagement. One of the goals of this
Paper is to provide the understanding and tools necessary to make this shift.
IV. How IS THE PUBLIC CURRENTLY ENGAGING ONLINE?
There is an online conversation around legal services for those individuals
56who do seek out some form of online legal assistance. This dialogue occurs
primarily between the public seeking legal assistance and companies, often
nonlawyer owned, such as LegalZoom or Rocket Lawyer, that provide legal
57forms and other services for a fee. Often the conversation is conducted over
social media platforms or within the technological tools provided by online legal
service providers, such as online expert systems, question and answer sites, or
public online forums.5 Legal professionals, for the most part, are missing from
55. See Mindi Orth, Technology & How We Communicate, HOUSTON CHRON.,
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/technology-communicate-27322.html (last visited Mar. 22, 2016)
(discussing how people communicate online through various mediums such as email, social
networking sites, online chat forums, blogs, and video calls); see also Christopher R. Trudeau, The
Public Speaks: An Empirical Study of Legal Communication, 14 SCRIBES J. LEGAL WRITING 121,
136 (2012) (providing results of a survey that 35% of respondents preferred e-mail communication
with their attorney).
56. See, e.g., Nicole Tripp, Online Legal Forms Review, TOPTENREvIEWS.COM,
http://online-legal-forms-review.toptenreviews.com/ (last visited Mar. 22, 2016) (article providing
online consumers with information on how to find which forms are needed for a particular legal
issue); see also LEGALZooM, http://www.legalzoom.com (last visited Mar. 22, 2016);
ROCKETLAWYER, https://www.rocketlawyer.com/legal-advice.rl ( ast visited Mar. 22, 2016).
57. See, e.g., Last Will and Testament Pricing, LEGALZooM, http://www.legalzoom.
com/legal-wills/wills-pricing.html (last visited Mar. 22, 2016) (providing a "basic" wills package
for $69 and a "comprehensive" wills package for $79); Plans and Pricing, ROCKETLAWYER,
https://www.rocketlawyer.com/plans-pricing.rl ( ast visited Mar. 22, 2016) (providing a "premium"
package for access to legal forms for $39.95 per month).
58. See, e.g., Ask a Lawyer, ROCKETLAWYER, https://www.rocketlawyer.com/ask-a-lawyer.rl
(last visited Mar. 22, 2016) (providing an online forum to submit a question to an attorney who is
involved in Rocket Lawyer's network of participating attorneys).
352 [VOL. 67: 345
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this online conversation unless they have joined as part of a network of lawyers
collaborating with online legal service companies. Many of these online legal
service providers use online marketing methods similar to those of other
Intemet-based companies to reach the public over the Internet.59
Furthermore, traditional online marketing methods are no longer successful
even for Intemet-based companies.60 Four-and-half billion dollars were invested
in social media in 2011 and yet 84% of customers never saw the company's
Facebook updates.61 The same year, companies spent $3 billion on user-
generated content and other web-based communities but 70% of consumers
62never logged into those resources. Across the web, companies that depend on
the Internet to reach consumers have seen a decrease in community adoption,
inactivity in loyalty programs, and a decrease in their ability to motivate
consumers based on their brand and lower conversation rates.63
As consumers become accustomed to living their lives online, the methods
of engagement hat worked in the earlier days of the Internet no longer have the
64same power to influence user behavior. There is a new lack of engagement.
Companies are turning to alternative methods of interactivity with consumers
65that take different approaches based in psychology. In order to engage with the
public online, companies are focusing on what motivates the demographics they
want to reach and how to adapt online strategies for engagement hat are more
66effective at creating the desired behavior change in consumers. Gamification is
59. See, e.g., LegalZoom.com, LEGALZOOM, http://www.legalzoom.com/ (last visited Mar.
22, 2016) (using visual graphics on the company's main webpage).
60. See BADGEVILLE, THE CMO's GUIDE TO BEATING THE ENGAGEMENT CRISIS 1 (2013)
(noting that customers' "immense set of choices" and the "limited time and attention they're able to
give to millions of products" are challenges companies face).
61. Id. at 1 (citing Josh Constine, Your Average Facebook Post Only Reaches 12% of Your
Friends, TECHCRUNCH (Feb. 29, 2012), http://techcrunch.com/2012/02/29/facebook-post-reach-16-
friends/).
62. Id. (citing Jenny Sussin, Top Ten Issues with Proprietary Web Communities, GARTNER
(Nov. 8, 2011), https://www.gartner.com/doc/1843115/top--issues-proprietary-web).
63. Sussin, supra note 62.
64. See, e.g., Denis Duvauchelle, Overcoming the User Engagement Crisis with
Gamification, THENEXTWEB (Mar. 15, 2014), http://thenextweb.com/dd/2014/03/15/overcoming-
user-engagement-crisis-gamification/ (addressing how difficult it is to get consumers' attention
considering the amount of "information, ads, offers, messages, videos, articles, tools, [and]
websites" online, and how this "phenomenon" has been named the "'user engagement crisis."').
65. See, e.g., id. (providing how the rewards produced from gamification "tap into
[consumers'] psychological need to feel successful and accomplished."); Jordan Schwartz,
Location-Based Marketing, 7 CPA PRAC. MGMT. F. 14 (2011) (discussing how some CPA firms use
location-based marketing as a new way to engage prospective clients).
66. See Schwartz, supra note 65 (noting how CPA firms have changed their marketing
practices in a way that is more engaging); Robert Stanley, Top 25 Best Examples of Gamification in
Business, CLICKBLOG (Mar. 24, 2014), http://blogs.clicksoftware.com/index/top-25-best-examples-
of-gamification-in-business/ (discussing how companies are employing gamification techniques
such as "badges" in order to increase customer engagement).
2016] 353
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the primary way that companies are injecting effective online engagement into
67their strategies. The same tools that are being used to attract attention and
connect with consumers can be used by lawyers and legal service providers to
build engagement and access to legal services and resources.
V. USING HEURISTICS TO UNDERSTAND How PEOPLE DECIDE TO ENGAGE
ONLINE
There is a significant difference between the way that people make decisions
in the online world and in face-to-face communication.68 The Internet provides
information overload and forces people to make decisions in a much more
complex and larger world. To handle making potentially overwhelming and
difficult tradeoffs, individuals often use heuristics or rules.69 This minimizes the
effort they have to spend in the decision-making process online.70
Using a heuristic perspective is useful to understanding how people make
decisions in the online world.7  In turn, this helps us to understand what
methods of online engagement would work best. There are four categories of
heuristics that are useful to consider in designing engagement:72 (1) recognition-
based heuristics ("the most recognizable or familiar website is the best" or "the
first resource that comes to mind is the best"); (2) one-reason heuristic (choosing
one lawyer over another because he or she graduated from a certain law school,
but ignoring all other data related to selection including those that might be
equally or more informative); (3) trade-off heuristics (all of the factors in a
decision are given equal weight and the choice with the most "cues" or pieces of
information wins); and (4) social heuristics (imitating someone else's decision-
making that has been successful for that person to achieve their goals).
67. See Duvauchelle, supra note 64; see also Stanley, supra note 66 (noting 25 commendable
companies that are using gamification in their marketing).
68. The research in this field is still relatively recent and many of the scholarly articles that
the author researched suggested that as this area is being studied there are suggestions that several
of the frameworks that currently exist in psychology that relate to decision-making and social
behavior need to be restructured given the newer forms of communication that the Internet has
introduced. "[R]esearchers that have studied computer-mediated decision-making have, for the most
part, not approached the topic from the classical perspectives." Kevin Askew & Michael D.
Coovert, Online Decision-Making, in THE SOCIAL NET: UNDERSTANDING OUR ONLINE BEHAVIOR
9 (Yair Amichai-Hamburger ed., 2d ed. 2013).
69. See B.A. Mellers et al., Judgment and Decision Making, 49 ANN. REV. OF PSYCHOL. 447,
459-60 (1998) (arguing that people use rules or heuristics when making decisions and that the
decisions "may have involved trade-offs at one point.").
70. See id. at 460 (providing how using heuristics "minimizes effort and allows [people] to
turn [their] attention to other matters.").
71. Askew & Coovert, supra note 68, at 15.
72 See Gerd Gigerenzer & Wolfgang Gaissmaier, Heuristic Decision Making, 62 ANN. REV.
OF PSYCHOL. 451, 471-72 (2011) (citations omitted).
354 [VOL. 67: 345
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Some of these heuristics might also be used in offline decision-making, but
they are used more often in navigating online.73 Therefore, we can assume that
people searching online to learn more about their legal situations and to find
potential solutions will be engaging in one or more of these heuristics.
What else is different about online versus face-to-face (FtF) communication?
The formation of impressions online is different and based more on social cues
from others online, especially individual friends and family, as well as aggregate
group cues, such as in reviews and the number of "likes" or followers.74 People
rely on information that is provided to them online that cannot be easily
manipulated by the person or company they are making a decision about. One
study looked at the way that an online profile was perceived by an individual and
how leaving certain messages and "cues" on that profile would affect the
76impression given by the profile. The study concluded that individuals use
those cues left by friends on the profile of an individual, such as messages on a
77Facebook wall, to infer attributes about the attractiveness of that profile owner.
This happens in the absence of other information that might be used to make a
decision about that person. Because of factors such as anonymity in online
interaction and the ability of people to curate their online profiles to show only
their best sides, people will put stronger weight on cues that would be harder for
people to fake, such as the messages and posts that friends and others place on
their profiles. Not allowing for those other social cues to be visible online,
both the positive and the potentially negative, may send a message to the public
looking at the website or profile of the individual or organization that they are
not transparent. Other heuristics for deciding to work with them would factor
more heavily in the decision-making process.
73. See Askew & Coovert, supra note 68, at 14 (explaining how one-reason, social, and
recognition-based heuristics "can be used to interpret ... types of online behavior").
74. See id. at 12 (citing Joseph B. Walther et al., The Role of Friends' Appearance and
Behavior on Evaluations of Individuals on Facebook: Are We Known by the Company We Keep?,
34 HUM. COMMs. RES. 28, 44 (2008)) (noting how in the absence of face-to-face interactions, some
people "use cues left by friends on social networking walls to make inferences about the
attractiveness of [a] profiler owner. . . .").
75. See Askew & Coovert, supra note 68, at 13 (discussing how the results of a study on the
"warranting hypothesis" suggest that "a major way that people make judgments of people online is
by using cues that are harder to manipulate by the person being judged.").
76. See Walther et al., supra note 74, at 35 ("[I]nformation left by others on one's interactive
profile site may be utilized as cues about the profiler's behavior in some context other than
Facebook.").
77. Id. at 44.
78. See Joseph B. Walther & Malcolm R. Parks, Cues Filtered Out, Cues Filtered In:
Computer-Mediated Communication and Relationships, in HANDBOOK OF INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATION 553 (Mark L. Knapp & John A. Daly eds., 3d ed. 2002) (acknowledging that
online social networks "provide[] an audience in which a partner could be held accountable for
misstatements, gross exaggerations, or false claims.").
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Visual stimuli is also another difference between FtF communication and
online communication that impacts online engagement. Impression formation in
the real world occurs differently than online when an individual's profile picture
on a website, for example, stays constant throughout the interaction. A study in
2012 examined this difference by looking at the differences between verbal
versus photographic cues .79 The study found that when both textual and visual
cues were presented to the individual at the same time, the individual put
primary emphasis on the visual cue.so However, when these cues were presented
separately, there was a textual primacy effect.8' Disclosures that were textual
only influenced the individual when the statement being made was more
82introverted in nature. More positive impressions were conveyed to the
individual through the cues that were extraverted, which were more visual than
textual.83 Online impression formation is a relatively new area of research and
one that will need to develop as the platforms for online communication and the
technology change.84 However, we can use the research we have now to see that
people are adding these visual cues to the heuristics described above in deciding
how to engage online.
As consumers become more tech-savvy and the technology itself improves,
trying to pin-point the optimal method for online engagement is challenging.
For example, twenty years ago, setting up a video chat online would have taken
more time and few people had the hardware or capability to know how to do this
easily. Today, sending an email invite to another individual or group of
individuals for a video conference on Google Hangouts takes only a few minutes
and the interface is easy for individuals of varying technological know-how to
manage. However, focusing on the heuristics and other cognitive methods used
by individuals to make decisions can serve as a useful starting point until there is
research that can tell us if/how technology fundamentally impacts human
decision-making. This research can inform us about the more effective methods
of online engagement because it provides an idea of how individuals approach
online interactions when looking for legal assistance.
The research about the differences between online and offline decision-
making allow us to design websites and resources online that are more likely to
be trusted by the public. It allows us to build profiles and reputations online that,
using the heuristic framework discussed above, will increase the chances of
capturing the initial connection with individuals seeking legal assistance. For
example, designing a website with resources related to providing the public with
79. Brandon Van Der Heide et al., The Effects of Verbal Versus Photographic Self-
Presentation on Impression Formation in Facebook, 62 J. COMM. 98, 99 (2012).
80. Id. at 109.
8 1. Id.
82. Id. at 103.
83. Id. at 109.
84. See Askew & Coovert, supra note 68, at 14.
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education on eviction needs to contain elements that would help the individual
make the decision to stay on that website to digest the material. This would
include some objective component through the organization's social media
involvement that shows the viewer of the page that others in their community
have visited the site, interacted with others there, and that there is both positive
and critical feedback on that resource. The design of the brand (which includes
elements such as a logo, tag line, image, human representative figure, etc.) and
the development of that brand as an online presence increases the recognition
heuristic that can be supported by the social heuristics.
At the end of the day, this initial engagement hook can be facilitated by a
website developer and social media expert, along with someone within the
organization who puts consistent time and energy into pushing that brand and
curating the social interaction with the public online, so that a conversation
exists and can be found by the public regardless of which heuristic they depend
on to select legal service assistance. But this is just the hook.
Online engagement involves a more long-term connection with the public
beyond simply getting them to the online legal resources. The goal is not only to
make them aware of their legal needs and the solutions available, but to engage
them so that they actively use those resources in the way that best assists them
or, in other cases, effectively provides them with education and empowerment o
protect themselves and their families in the future. Fortunately, this next step of
the online engagement process can provide the usage data and outcome-reporting
that will help improve future engagement methods and the creation of access to
justice resources online.
Effective online engagement requires harnessing the intrinsic motivation of
the individual seeking legal assistance. Gamification and games provide
mechanisms for tapping into intrinsic motivators that impact behavior.
Through gamification methods, online engagement with the public for legal
services can be increased, and tailored to actual outcomes that will increase
access to justice.
VI. WHAT Is GAMIFICATION?
Gamification is the use of game mechanics merged with behavioral analytics
in a non-game setting.86 Gamification is most often used to improve production
85. See Zach Watson, Why Intrinsic Motivation Is the Key to Successful Gamification,
TECHNOLOGYADVICE (Feb. 4, 2014), http://technologyadvice.com/gamification/blog/intrinsic-
motivation-builds-successful-games/ (citing Scott Nicholson, School of Information Studies,
Syracuse University, Paper Presented at Games+Leaming+Society 8.0: A User-Centered
Theoretical Framework for Meaningful Gamification (June 2012) (transcript available at
http://scottnicholson.com/pubs/meaninfulframework.pdf).
86. There are many definitions of gamification and some controversy over the term as it
relates to games. This Paper will not go into this debate, and will use the definition most useful in
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and performance in the workplace by inducing the user to behave in a way that is
87
aligned with the goals of the business. It is also used by companies to engage
with consumers and drive consumer behavior that grows brand loyalty and long-
term relationships with a company. Gamification occurs when you take a
process, such as shopping for a product or entering data into a website, and add
game elements, such as progress bars, badges, rewards, or recognition, to that
process to motivate the user to complete the tasks in a more desired way.
Gamification strategies have been used in businesses with differing
levels of sophistication for issues including customer relationship
management, training, market research, business intelligence, and
education. Professions, including the medical and health care
profession, are also now turning to gamification to increase engagement
in a number of workplace processes for both their members and the
clients they serve.
Several years ago, gamification made its way into the workflow of
companies. A report by Gartner Inc., an international IT research and
advisory company, showed 70% of Global 2000 organizations would
have at least one application that was gamified and predicted that by
2015 25% of workplace processes that have been redesigned [] have
some form of gamification designed into them. The market for
gamification is expected to grow to over $2.8 billion by 2016. In the
workplace, the number of employees who grew up as a generation of
this context. For a definition of gamification, see Sebastian Deterding et al., Gamification: Toward
a Definition, CHI 2011 WORKSHOP GAMIFICATION: USING GAME DESIGN ELEMENTS IN NON-
GAME CONTEXTS 2, http://gamification-research.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/CHI 2011
GamificationWorkshop.pdf; Sebastian Deterding et al., Paper Presented at MindTrek' 1: From
Game Design Elements to Gamefullness: Defining "Gamification" (Sept. 30, 2011) (transcript
available at https:www.cs.auckland.ac.nz/courses/compsci747s2c/lectures/paul/definition-
deterding.pdf) [hereinafter Game Design Elements]. The term was first coined by British games
programmer, Nick Pelling in 2002. See Michael Walton, The Play's the Thing: Gamification as
Direct Marketing's Latest and Greatest Involvement Device, ANDERSON (July 28, 2015),
http://blog.andersondd.com/direct-mail-marketing/plays-thing-gamification-direct-marketings-
latest-greatest-involvement-device/. In some cases, the term gamification has become a buzzword.
However, there is increasing empirical data that the results from strategic gamification methods are
positive. Gabe Zichermann, CEO of Gamification Co. stated ". . . many enterprises have just
scratched the surface of its potential. Over the next year, gamification is likely to morph from a
tactical concept to a strategic imperative." Gabe Zichermann, Gamification: From Buzzword to
Strategic Imperative, WALL ST. J.: CIO J. (May 15, 2013), http://deloitte.wsj.com/cio/2013/05/15/
gamification-from-buzzword-to-strategic-imperative/.
87. Stephanie L. Kimbro, Gamification for Law Firms, STANFORD LAw SCHOOL CENTER ON
THE LEGAL PROFESSION (Mar. 13, 2015), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?
abstractid=25781 10 (citing Deterding et al., supra note 86); Game Design Elements, supra note
86; Zichermann, supra note 86.
88. See Michael Goodman, Gamification: Driving Engagement and Loyalty, SLIDESHARE 1
(Jan. 2014), http://www.slideshare.net/mgoodman989/gamification-driving-engagement-and-
loyalty.
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digital natives is increasing. These [individuals] are used [for] receiving
real-time feedback and online communication. They are also used to
more engaging methods of communication, most of which already
-89incorporate game mechanics.
Carefully designed gamification projects that tap into intrinsic motivation
can align the individual interests of the consumer with the business goals of the
company.90 These same concepts can be used to align an individual's legal
needs with the legal service provider's desire to provide legal guidance and
assistance in the most effective manner to resolve legal issues.
In the previous section, I discussed the impact of the Internet on human
decision-making and how challenging it becomes for individuals to make
decisions in such a complex and overwhelmingly large online world of options.
There is another element to this online environment that makes it uniquely
different from the offline world, which is that a large and growing portion of the
population has grown up playing games and working with gamified technology
applications. A large percentage of the public already knows how to
communicate and collaborate using these systems and is most engaged when
using interfaces with game mechanics. For these individuals, interacting with a
website or an interface that does not have some aspect of gamification imbedded
in it does not appeal to them and feels foreign. These methods are not always
overt in the platform or interface, but without them, continued engagement does
not occur because the hook is not in place.
It is not only millennials who are used to gaming. The average game player
is 31 years old and 48% of gamers are women.91 The makeup of the public
seeking legal assistance is changing and the client base of law firms is also
shifting to clients who are more used to communicating and collaborating
through gamified methods. Even if a law firm works primarily with corporate
clients, in-house counsel, or the general counsel of companies, these clients are
also increasingly looking for their law firms to use technology to make legal
services more cost-effective and to find ways to unbundle legal services with
alternative fee arrangements. Elements of gamification may be added to
processes that would help the firm deliver legal services to different types of
clients in the way that the client prefers, giving the firm a competitive edge. The
89. See Kimbro, supra note 87, at 3 (citing Press Release, Gartner, Gartner Says by 2015,
More than 50 Percent of Organizations that Manage Innovation Processes Will Gamify those
Processes (Apr. 12, 2011), http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/1629214; Press Release, Gartner,
Gartner Reveals Top Predictions for IT Organizations and Users for 2013 and Beyond (Oct. 24,
2012), http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2211115).
90. Id.
91. See 2014 Sales, Demographic, and Usage Data: Essential Facts About the Computer and
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same would apply to legal services organizations as they look to provide online
assistance to a growing number of individuals accustomed to communicating
through gamified mobile applications.
It may help to look at gamification strategies as the next stage in the
evolution of legal practice management akin to the mental shift that had to be
made when clients began insisting that lawyers communicate via electronic
methods instead of using the postal service. The idea of taking the extra time,
energy, and expense to write a letter on paper and mail it through the post office
instead of shooting off an email seems foreign to us now. Of course we would
select the faster and more efficient method of communication to which we are
accustomed. Likewise, why would an individual used to interacting with an
organization through gamified applications that directly target their intrinsic
motivation to take that action go through the time and energy to sort through text
or visual based legal resources on a platform that has nothing that triggers their
intrinsic motivation to take that extra step? They would leave that website or
resource and find one that appeals more to the way they are used to interacting
online. This is why understanding the psychological and behavioral science
framework of gamification helps us understand how to develop strategies for
online engagement hat will work for legal services.
VII. THE SCIENCE BEHIND INCREASING ONLINE ENGAGEMENT
In order to understand how gamification works, it is necessary to look at the
psychology behind the process. There are several theoretical foundations used in
gamification frameworks, including user-centered design, intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation, self-determination theory, situational relevance, and universal design
for learning, among others.92 This Paper will focus on intrinsic motivation.
There are also several different perspectives of gamification research:
entrepreneurs and innovators looking at forms of persuasive technology,
marketing companies focused on customer loyalty and retention, corporations
wanting to train and incentivize employees, knowledge management
professionals looking to increase collection of quality data, psychologists and
neurologists interested in the effects on users, and non-profit organizations
creating "games for change" or meaningful play.93 At the time of this writing,
several industries have implemented forms of gamification into their work
processes, including the medical profession.94  We have clear evidence that
gamification is a valid business method for increasing productivity and fostering
92. See Nicholson, supra note 85; see also Katie Seaborn & Deborah I. Fels, Gamification in
Theory andAction: A Survey, 74 INT'L J. HUM.-COMPUTER STUD. 14, 19 (2015).
93. See generally GAMES FOR CHANGE, http://www.gamesforchange.org (last visited Mar.
22, 2016) (providing background information regarding "games for change").
94. The Games for Change website has a breakdown of games for social good being
developed by industry and area of interest/concern. See id.
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other positive behavior changes.95 We can use this research to help us increase
online engagement with the public around legal services.
Gamification is different than playing a game, even if that game is a
"serious" game intended to educate the player.96 However, gamification design
still has the elements of fun and motivation that provide the psychological
benefits that lead to the desired behavior change.97 One of the reasons that
gamification may be so successful in the workplace may have to do with the fact
that many processes in companies are streamlined for efficiency and focused on
final production.9 8 In the law firm, this might be the focus on the billable hour or
the use of technology to complete legal work. From the perspective of the legal
service provider, this might be the process that a self-represented litigant goes
through from start to finish to address a legal matter, or it may be the efficient
processing of a client's legal matter through the court system.
The focus on production and streamlining that occurs when legal aid offices
are overwhelmed with the number of individuals needing assistance often
removes the self-motivation aspect for the person involved in that process-
whether it is the lawyers assisting in that process or the clients themselves.99
Gamification adds back some of the intrinsic motivation for the individual.100
Accordingly, in order to design gamification for legal services, it is necessary to
start with the science of motivation, to identify the intrinsic and extrinsic
motivations for different parties related to the task that might be gamified. Then
95. See, e.g., FP Staff, How Gamification Improves Work Experience, Increases Employee
Productivity, FIRSTPOsT (Oct. 6, 2015), http://www.firstpost.com/business/how-gamification-
improves-work-experience-increases-employee-productivity-2457258.html (study found that
productivity levels increased by 90% using gamification).
96. See Andrzej Marczewksi, What's the Difference Between Gamfication and Serious
Games?, GAMASUTRA (Mar. 11, 2013, 5:45 AM), http://www.gamasutra.com/blogs/Andrzej
Marczewski/20130311/188218/Whats the difference betweenGamification andSeriousGames.
php (discussing the differences between gamification and serious games).
97. For more research on what is "fun" and why that matters in behavior change, see Nicole
Lazzaro, game designer, founder and president of XEODesign, Inc. who developed the "Four Keys
to Fun" which include "1. Hard Fun: Fiero-in the moment personal triumph over adversity, 2.
Easy Fun: Curiosity, 3. Serious Fun: Relaxation and excitement, and 4. People Fun: Amusement."
The 4 Keys 2 Fun, NICOLELAZZARO.COM, http://www.nicolelazzaro.com/the4-keys-to-fun/ (last
visited Mar. 22, 2016) [hereinafter 4 Keys 2 Fun]; see also RAPH KOSTER, A THEORY OF FUN FOR
GAME DESIGN 40 (2004).
98. See Matt Reilly, American Firms Dream of Growth but Invest in Efficiency, HARV. BUS.
REV. (Apr. 04, 2014), https://hbr.org/2014/04/american-firms-dream-of-growth-but-invest-in-
efficiency/.
99. This Paper will not address the use of gamification by lawyers within legal services
organizations or law firms. Please see the author's other working paper entitled Gamification in
Law Firms, supra note 87.
100. See Zach Watson, 4 Real-World Examples that Explain Intrinsic Motivation,
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the legal services organizations or law firms can turn to which functions of the
process want to gamify.
A. Intrinsic Motivation
Jane McGonigal, game designer and author of Reality Is Broken: Why
Games Make Us Better and How They Can Change the World, identifies four
essential human cravings that game designers attempt to address when they use
game mechanics to build a game.1ot When these four cravings are called up,
people become more engaged and can actually have fun accomplishing work.102
These cravings are: (1) a craving for satisfying work; (2) the hope or experience
of achieving something, of success; (3) connecting socially; and (4) work that we
find meaningful and that allows us to be a part of something larger than
ourselves.03  When there is a way to address each of these cravings in the
workflow of the business day, the employee has increased motivation to engage
in the process and do the work on a level that encourages them to fulfill their
maximum potential.104
Another way of looking at motivational behavior has been identified by
behavioral neuroscientist Amy Jo Kim, who works with companies on
gamification. o0 She identifies several behaviors that may be used for intrinsic
motivation.106 These include self-expression or the desire to show off their
creativity and express who they really are; competition (both with others and to
improve yourself through mastery); exploration (this can include anything such
as content, tools, people, worlds, etc. as long as they are accumulating access and
knowledge to new stimulus); and collaboration (which includes socialization and
being a part of a team or collective).0 7 Note that there are similarities in the
elements of motivation for gamification identified by Kim and the human
cravings identified by McGonigal.
Clearly, there are different forms of intrinsic motivation.1os For some
individuals, learning something new while completing a process is intrinsic
101. JANE MCGONIGAL, REALITY Is BROKEN: WHY GAMES MAKE Us BETTER AND How
THEY CAN CHANGE THE WORLD 49 (2011).
102. See id. at 50.
103. Id. at 49.
104. See id. at 51.
105. See Tapping the Trinity of Intrinsic Motivation, AMY Jo KIM (Mar. 12, 2014),
http://www.amyjokim.com/blog/2014/03/12/tapping-the-trinity-of-intrinsic-motivation/.
106. See Social Engagement: Who's Playing? How Do They Like to Engage?, AMY Jo KIM
(Sept. 19, 2012), http://www.amyjokim.com/blog/2012/09/19/social-engagement-whos-playing-
how-do-they-like-to-engage/.
107. Id.
108. See generally DANIEL PINK, DRIVE: THE SURPRISING TRUTH ABOUT WHAT MOTIVATES
Us (2011).
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motivation for completing the product.109  For some, pure rewards and
reputation-based motivation, such as leaderboards or badges, may not be
enough."10 There needs to be connection to a personal goal and some useful,
meaningful benefit as a reward."' For legal services, this might at first glance
appear to be the motivator for finding a solution to a legal need. However, the
2014 American Bar Foundation report discussed above, detailing the reasons that
individuals do not seek assistance for legal needs, indicates that additional
motivators are needed to motivate activity in the early stages of online
engagement.112 If the individual believes it was just bad luck or a private issue,
then there are elements of embarrassment and shame associated with not seeking
legal assistance. These are high hurdles to get around without coming up with
some other intrinsic motivator to push that online engagement. However, there
may be ways to leverage intrinsic motivators in early interactions between
individuals and legal service providers that not only keep individuals engaged in
the process, but also create a positive storyline for them around their legal
situation. The motivators that will work depend upon the nature of the
individual, or the player, engaging in the gamified process.
B. Balancing the Forms ofFun
Creating a feeling of autonomy with a gamified system is important because
it enhances the user's ability to play and have fun. 113 To do this, the design team
has to create a way to provide multiple game mechanics in a system that allows
for the user at any time to choose how he or she acts within that system.114
Choice provides the player with a sense of autonomy and also minimizes the
feeling that the use of the gamified system is something that is being imposed
upon them (for instance, by an employer)."5 In other words, the game needs to
balance the different forms of fun so that it contains the game mechanics
109. See Christopher Pappas, Intrinsic Motivation in Online Training, ELEARNINGINDUSTRY
(May 28, 2015), http://www.eleamingindustry.com/intrinsic-motivation-in-online-training.
110. See Juliette Denny, Gamification: Intrinsic Motivation for Lasting Engagement,
ELEARNINGINDUSTRY (Nov. 1, 2014), http://www.elearningindustry.com/gamification-intrinsic-
motivation-lasting-engagement. For more information on leaderboards, see BUILDING WEB
REPUTATIONS SYSTEMS: THE BLOG, http://buildingreputation.com/ (last visited Mar. 31, 2016).
111. See Kenneth Thomas, The Four Intrinsic Rewards That Drive Employee Engagement,
IVEYBUSINESSJOURNAL (Nov.-Dec. 2009), http://iveybusinessjournal.com/publication/the-four-
intrinsic-rewards-that-drive-employee-engagement/.
112. See SANDEFUR, supra note 20, at 12-13.
113. To find out what "fun" is, see KOSTER, supra note 97, at 40.
114. See Karl Kapp, Create Autonomy in Gamification and Other Learning Environments,
KARLKAPP (Jan. 28, 2014), http://www.karlkapp.com/create-autonomy-in-gamification-and-other-
learning-environments/.
115. Id. (citing Anne-Marieke van Loon et al., Motivated Learning with Digital Learning
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necessary to accomplish the business goals of the gamification while also
providing some choice of fun to the user.116
In video games, it might be easier to create autonomy and insert multiple
methods of fun for the player because the storyline may be written completely
for the purpose of having fun. In a business setting, the business goals and
principles at the focus of the gamification make it more challenging to create a
full storyline and full autonomy for the player. Nicole Lazzaro, game designer
and President of XEO Designs, Inc., has identified what she calls the four key to
fun: (1) hard fun; (2) easy fun; (3) serious fun; and (4) people fun." 7 Lazzaro's
research and experience focus on finding ways to create the emotions involved in
fun without having to build an entire storyline as one would have to in a video
game."8 Lazzaro's company created twelve models of player experience from
empirical studies they conducted on different groups of gamers.119  They
specifically looked at how games create emotion without using storylines by
looking at what the players enjoyed most about playing; what created unique
emotion without a story; what was already popular in video games that created
emotion; and what was supported by psychology and other research.120
From this research, they discovered that there are multiple methods of
playing and that the same emotions and behavior changes that are involved in
playing can be experienced by having at least three out of the four methods of
fun and allowing the player to switch between them at any time.121 Hard fun
occurs when the player faces a challenge.122 Here the focus on the challenge and
the reward creates the emotions of frustration and personal triumph (fiero).123
The player has a choice of strategies and skills they must develop in order to
reach success.124 Easy fun is purely for the enjoyment of the act of playing. 125It
is more about holding the player's attention than winning anything.126 Lazzaro
identifies the emotions of wonder, awe, and mystery with this method of fun.127
Curiosity and exploration of new worlds would be included here.128
116. See Andrzej Marczewski, Gamification User Types and the 4 Keys 2 Fun, GAMASUTRA
(June 10, 2013, 9:22 AM), http://www.gamasutra.com/blogs/AndrzejMarczewski/20130610/
193985/GamificationUser Typesand the_4_keys_2_Fun.php.
117. See 4 Keys 2 Fun, supra note 97.
118. See Nicole Lazzaro, Why We Play Games: Four Keys to More Emotion Without Story,
XEO DESIGN 3 (Mar. 8, 2004), http://www.xeodesign.com/whyweplaygames/xeodesign why
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Serious fun involves a player's desire to play based on how the play makes
them feel afterwards-their sense of well-being.129 These are emotions created
inside the player after playing which could be excitement, relief, avoiding
boredom, or clearing their heads.130 In this case, the player uses the game to go
from one mental state to another.131 People fun involves emotions derived from
gaming with others and being part of a large community of players.3 2 People
fun involves both teamwork and collaboration, and rivalries and competition.133
Lazzaro's study concludes that "[p]eople play games to change or structure their
internal experiences."34 She posits that the game designer should try to
incorporate three of these four types of fun in game play and give the players the
freedom to move between the states of play as they desire based on their internal
needs.135 In this way, the designers can create the same emotional experiences of
fun within the player without having to develop a full storyline as is found in
most successful video games.136 This is useful for the design team focused on
gamification of an existing system where creating a storyline from scratch
around that platform would be a significant hurdle.
C. Let Them Play to Engage
One of the downfalls of gamification occurs when the method feels imposed
on the user.137 We choose to play games and part of the fun is that freedom to
play or not play. 138 Fear is the biggest enemy of fun.139 When the brain is in a
state of fear, that some consequence will occur from their action or omission, the
individual is less receptive to learning and is less likely to accomplish the desired
task.140 Additionally, when an individual is faced with a legal need, they are
potentially under stress and in a similarly unreceptive state of mind to learn and




132. See id. at 5.
133. See id.
134. Id. at 7.
135. See id. at 3; see also 4 Keys 2 Fun, supra note 97.
136. See Why We Play Games, supra note 118, at 3.
137. See Peter Gray, The Value of Play I: The Definition of Play Gives Insights, PSYCHOL.
TODAY (Nov. 19, 2008), https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/freedom-learn/20081 1/the-value-
play-i-the-definition-play-gives-insights.
138. See id.
139. See BYRON REEVES & J. LEIGHTON READ, TOTAL ENGAGEMENT: USING GAMES AND
VIRTUAL WORLDS TO CHANGE THE WAY PEOPLE WORK AND BUSINESSES COMPETE 216 (2009).
140. See T. Scott Bledsoe & Janice Baskin, Strategies for Addressing Student Fear in the
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The design of any gamification method for legal services needs to give the
user a sense of autonomy so that he or she feels like they have the ability to play
or not play with the system, to explore, to learn and obtain those skills in their
own way and that there is not an expectation that has to be met in order to get
assistance. Given the importance of intrinsic motivation, discussed above, it
becomes clear why creating a sense of autonomy is so important for engagement.
For example, learning something new that would help a user resolve some aspect
of a legal problem might be one of the goals set by the gamification. We learn
best when we are curious, when we sincerely want to find out the answers.141
Exploring fosters curiosity which increases and enables learning.142 Allowing
for some freedom in the system that is gamified not only permits autonomy but it
may also foster one of the motivations for meeting the goal.143 Injecting these
little moments of play with education about the process for addressing legal
needs will increase the chances of long-term engagement and engagement hat
actually reaches the desired outcome.
Allowing the user of the system to set his or her own personal goals may
help increase the user's sense of autonomy as well as increase retention because
the meaning within the goal is more personalized. Users may be more self-
motivated to return to achieve personal goals than if those are rigidly imposed
upon them. Again, there may not be that much flexibility in the law to allow for
much deviation in the process of addressing legal needs, but that does not
prevent the legal services provider from thinking outside the box about what
other personal goals might matter to the client and finding ways to address these
as part of the total storyline involved in providing care.
For example, someone who is going through an eviction process might have
a clear path towards dealing with that eviction notice and the landlord. But the
situation might be indicative of other personal issues and goals that are outside
of the immediate legal issue. The person might be interested in leaming how to
budget money better or learn more about tenant rights for the future in the
process of resolving the current legal need. These other personal goals can show
up as a storyline that provides opportunities for intrinsic motivators that can be
gamified for the benefit of educating the client but also for the purpose of
maintaining online engagement with the legal service provider. The sense of
141. See KARL M. KAPP, THE GAMIFICATION OF LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION: GAME-
BASED METHODS AND STRATEGIES FOR TRAINING AND EDUCATION 45 (2012).
142. See Bruce Duncan Perry, Curiosity: The Fuel of Development, SCHOLASTIC: TEACHERS,
http://teacher.scholastic.com/professional/bruceperry/curiosity.htm (last visited Mar. 22, 2016).
143. See Brian Burke, Gamify: How Gamification Motivates People to Do Extraordinary
Things 19 (2014).
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autonomy over the learning process and final mastery is key to making
gamification work successfully.144
Easter eggs are a common video game technique that encourages the feeling
of autonomy.145 This term refers to a surprise reward that the game designer
provides in the middle of a task without the user expecting it.146 Because the
user did not do anything towards the goal to achieve that reward, it makes the
game feel less "programmed," which increases the feeling of autonomy that
encourages continued use.147
D. Matching Game Mechanics to Intrinsic Motivators
There are a number of game mechanics that could be selected that would
appeal to the intrinsic motivation of the individuals seeking legal assistance
based on the legal situation. These game mechanics will most often be
combined into a game to make a cohesive game design or into an existing
technology system that flows like a storyline through the process of seeking legal
assistance.148 For example, a progression bar might be used to indicate where
the player is in the desired behavior, combined with achievement and
punishment mechanics such as giving a score for positive behaviors and losing
points for undesired behaviors.149
Examples of game mechanics include:
* Achievements, such as badges, certificates, rewards, awards, raw
150scores
* Social mechanics, such as comments, ratings, reviews, followers'5 '
* Disincentives, such as losing points for behavior that the game
designer wants to discourage52
* Progress bars to indicate progression through a process or task 53
144. See KAPP, supra note 141, at 275 (citing Sebastian Deterding, Meaningful Play: Getting
Gamification Right, YOUTUBE (Jan. 24, 2011), www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZGCPap7GkY)
[hereinafter Meaningful Play]).
145. See John Barber, Deconstructing Gamification's Big Thinkers: Sebastian Deterding &
Seth Priebatsch, TECH. & ONLINE AUDIENCE (Mar. 17, 2011), http://johnbarberblog.com/?p=355
(citing Meaningful Play, supra note 144).
146. See id.
147. See id.
148. See KAPP, supra note 141, at 49.
149. See id. at 40-41; see also Sharleen Sy, Disincentives, STRATEGIC SYNERGY,
https://stratsynergy.wordpress.com/game-mechanics/disincentives/ (la t visited Mar. 22, 2016).
150. See KAPP, supra note 141, at 33-35.
151. See Craig Ferrara, Five Best Practices for Applying Game Mechanics to Your Website,
MASHABLE: SOCIAL MEDIA (Jul. 15, 2011), http://mashable.com/2011/07/15/5-best-practices-for-
applying-game-mechanics-to-your-website/#OSQwr6OKqOqW.
152. See Sy, supra note 149.
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* Programming rewards such as giving a specifically named reward




* Productivity, such as adding elements into a work process that
would make players happy to be playing a game because it means
they are being productive at the same time 5 7
* Modifiers, such that accomplishing one task will add points to the
next task or multiply the score5 8
* Adding significance to the accomplishment of the task so that the
player feels the result is importantl59
These game mechanics are paired with motivators that the players might
think were fun. This is the hook to engage them in the game. Again, the
motivators that will work best for different players are going to differ, but the
game designer should try to identify what the key motivation will be for the
majority of players. In addition, more than one of motivator might be combined
in a single game. Examples of motivators include:
* Collecting (this could apply to the collecting of objects or points or
the collecting of information or knowledge about something)
* Creating custom worlds or environments
* Exploring new worlds or environments
* Exploring or experiencing beauty or art
* Socially interacting with others (sharing or trading gifts or giving
and receiving feedback)
* Feeling accomplished after completing something
* Random discoveries
* Organizing or creating order out of a mess (like working a puzzle)
* Role playing (pretending to be someone else as a character)
* Becoming the king of the hill or the center of attention
153. See Qdev, Gamification: 3 More Game Mechanics That Drive Behaviour, GOTTA QUIRK
(July 3, 2012), http://www.gottaquirk.com/2012/07/03/gamification-3-more-game-mechanics-that-
drive-behaviour-2/.
154. See KAPP, supra note 141, at 35.
155. See id. at 32.
156. See Sharleen Sy, Lottery, STRATEGIC SYNERGY, https://stratsynergy.wordpress.com/
game-mechanics/lottery/ (last visited Mar. 22, 2016).
157. See Sharleen Sy, Blissful Productivity, STRATEGIC SYNERGY, https://stratsynergy.word
press.com/game-mechanics/blissful-productivity/ (last visited Mar. 22, 2016).
158. See Sharleen Sy, Modifiers, STRATEGIC SYNERGY, https://stratsynergy.wordpress.com/
game-mechanics/modifiers/ (last visited Mar. 22, 2016).
159. See Sharleen Sy, Achievement, STRATEGIC SYNERGY, https://stratsynergy.wordpress.
corn/game-mechanics/a-f/ (last visited Mar. 22, 2016).
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* Fantasy exploration
* Being involved in a mystery
* Relaxation or mindfulness
* Learning a new skill
* Competing with others
* Bettering society
* Self-improvement or doing things for one's family
* Taking care or helping others
* Laughing or engaging in the absurd
* Being scared
After determining the game mechanics that will be used and pairing them
with the motivators of the primary players (for instance, clients and legal
services providers), the designer should look at any scoring that is involved in
the game. Scoring is as important as clarifying the objectives and rules of the
game from the beginning because the players need to know that the score is
recorded fairly. Scoring may occur even if players are playing against
themselves or another computer-generated player rather than another human
player. Scoring also defines what happens when a reward is given or when the
player loses. In gamification scenarios where the legal service provider wants to
see continued use of the game, close attention should be paid to the fairness of
the scoring process. For instance, losing should not be emphasized without some
method of reengaging the player in the game. A better system would be one in
which points are awarded at selected intervals and scores are lowered for the
"failure" of the player rather than "game over" occurring.
As discussed in the first section regarding the psychology behind games, it is
important that the rewards are not interfering with the intrinsic motivation of the
player. The game will be more effective if the player is primarily motivated by
one of the items listed above than by the promise of receiving some reward. For
example, rewarding the accomplishment of a task with a substantial monetary
reward may not make it as desirable as rewarding the accomplishment with a
smaller monetary award but a larger intrinsic award, such as the player's desire
for acknowledgment of his or her progress.160
This Paper cannot go into all of the processes involved in designing a
gamification strategy for a legal service provider. Instead, the above description
of game mechanics and the psychology behind how gamification works to
activate intrinsic motivation is intended to show that these are proven methods of
increasing online engagement.
160. Kimbro, supra note 87, at 32.
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VIII. WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GAMIFICATION, GAMES, AND
SIMULATIONS?
This Paper has focused on gamification as a method of increasing online
engagement between the public and lawyers. All of the research discussed above
relates to the psychology of gaming and the many of the concepts apply equally
to gamification, games, and simulations. However, some of the game mechanics
used in gamification are not used as often in games and vice versa.161 Games are
often heavily dependent upon a storyline, which makes gamification of existing
technology systems and processes often more feasible in the context of providing
resources for legal services.162
Simulations are similar to games in terms of providing a storyline, but
because they are more based on reality, they may not activate those aspects of
fun that make users intrinsically motivated to learn a new skill.163 Both games
and simulations have the potential to engage in a way that gamification of a
process or existing system may not.164
Research on the impact of the Internet on personality shows that members of
underprivileged populations may find empowerment through the ability to
assume alternative identities online. People who do not have social inhibition
are actually able to transfer and integrate the skills and empowerment gained in
an online simulation into the real world and real relationships.165 There is even
evidence that the way that an avatar is developed within an online simulation or
a game can elicit different expectations and reactions from the players, which
may be transferred offline when they are no longer playing that avatar.166
Depending on the goals for online engagement and what the legal service
161. See id. at 29.
162. See id. at 30.
163. See Rob Brodo, Great Computer-Based Business Simulations Are Not All Fun and
Games, ADVANTEXE (Oct. 16, 2014), http://www.advantexe.com/blog/item/great-computer-based-
business-simulations-are-not-all-fun-and-games.
164. See MICHAEL HUGOS, ENTERPRISE GAMES: USING GAME MECHANICS TO BUILD A
BETTER BUSINESS 65 (2012) (discussing "the engaging cause and effect feedback loop [] created
between the computer and the human being" that "makes knowledge transfer better and builds skills
faster").
165. See Yair Amichai-Hamburger & Zack Hayat, Internet and Personality, in THE SOCIAL
NET: UNDERSTANDING OUR ONLINE BEHAVIOR 14 (2013) (citation omitted).
166. See Nick Yee & Jeremy Bailenson, The Proteus Effect: The Effect of Transformed Self-
Representation on Behavior, 33 HUM. COMM. RES. 271, 274 (2007); Kristine L. Nowak & Christian
Rauh, Choose Your "Buddy Icon" Carefully: The Influence of Avatar Androgyny,
Anthropomorphism and Credibility in Online Interactions, 24 COMPUTERS IN HUM. BEHAV. 1473,
1490 (2008); see also Thomas Photiadis & Panayiotis Zaphiris, The Formulation and Visualization
of 3D Avatar Design, including Three Basic Theoretical Elements: Aesthetic, User Experience and
Psychology, 1 HUM.-COMPUTER INTERACTION 134, 135 (M. Kurosu ed., 2014) (citing N.
Ducheneaut et al., Body and Mind: A Study ofAvatar Personalization in Three Virtual Worlds, in
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 27TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON HUMAN FACTORS IN COMPUTING
SYSTEMS 1151, 1151 (2009)).
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provider is attempting to accomplish, the ability to alter behavior that extends
outside of the online engagement may be desirable. Simulations and games
where the client steps into the shoes of another character would work better in
that situation than gamification through an online process.
How does a legal services provider or lawyer decide whether to invest in the
development of gamification, games, or a simulation? There are various ways to
increase online engagement with the public around the topic of legal services.
Of the three, gamification may be the most cost-effective to implement for many
in the legal profession. As explained in the examples below, the cost of
developing a quality game with good art and game design requires not only the
initial investment but also the maintenance and upkeep of the game and, more
importantly, the cost of publishing it and getting it to the public so that it has
impact.167 Simulations may not trigger the same psychological benefits and
behavior change that a full game would, but they may be easier to pitch in terms
of getting funding for their development because they are based on real-world
situations and have a serious edge to them.168 Gamification also may not engage
to the full extent that a game might but, from a budgeting standpoint, it may be
easier to find ways to inject gamification concepts into existing legal services
frameworks and to add gamification in slowly as technology within the legal
169services industry catches up.
There are some legal services and needs that simply will not be appropriate
for gamification, games, or simulations to increase online engagement.17 0 Again,
the concepts discussed in this Paper are only one proposed solution to increasing
online engagement for access to justice. It will be up to legal service providers
and lawyers to determine where these methods work best. The following are a
few questions to consider in making the decision to try gamification, games, or
simulations. Where do we need to increase engagement in our online
interactions with the public? What behavior changes would we like to see in our
clients? If we created something, would there be too much emphasis on the
educational material and not enough on the "fun" or vice versa? What goals do
we have for increased engagement? What resources do we have to monitor the
usage data and outcomes information we receive from this and what is the value
of that information to us? Can we use this to transfer online interactions and
engagement o offline? Does the client need "authentic" practice or can they
learn through other methods?
167. See Quentin Hardy, Ordinary Hero, FORBES (Oct. 4, 2004), http://www.forbes.com/small
business/freeforbes/2004/1004/100.html (explaining the costs associated with a video game's start
up, maintenance, and publishing costs).
168. See Brodo, supra note 163.
169. See Kimbro, supra note 87, at 12.
170. Id. at 14.
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IX. EXAMPLES OF GAMIFICATION, GAMES, AND SIMULATIONS AND LESSONS
LEARNED
The legal profession has been experimenting with games and simulations for
the past several years and, to a lesser extent, embedding gamification elements
into online projects.17 ' There are lessons to be learned from these past
experiments and the game development that is currently occurring. In the past,
the majority of games related to legal services have been focused on legal
education for school-aged children, continuing legal education for lawyers, or
helping law students study for the bar exam or practice their skills in a virtual
courtroom.172 There are a handful of flash-based, browser-based games that are
intended to appeal to adults, but the graphics and technology behind them have
quickly become outdated, leaving some question as to how often they are found
online, much less their frequency and level of use.173  Some legal service
organizations, law firms, and even law students have been developing
smartphone applications that address specific legal issues.174 These apps may
employ game mechanics. There are a handful of initiatives in progress that are
more focused on providing assistance to the general public on different aspects
of the legal justice system.7 5
Aspects of gamification have been evident for several years in a few online
resources for legal services.176 The best example is the Access to Justice Author
(A2J Author) sponsored by the Chicago Kent College of Law '7 and the Center
for Computer-Assisted Legal Instruction (CALI). 17 A2J Author is a free, open-
source, cloud-based software tool that allows individuals such as court
administrators and those from legal service programs who do not have a
background in programming to create a user-friendly, web-based interface that
walks self-help litigants through a process to fill out legal forms to be filed at the
171. Id.
172. See iCivics, http://www.icivics.org/games (last visited Mar. 22, 2016); OBJECTION!
COMPUTER GAMES, http://www.objection.com/company (last visited Mar. 22, 2016); LAWDOJO,
http://www.lawschooldojo.com (last visited Mar. 22, 2016).
173. See Do I Have a Right?, GAMES FOR CHANGE, http://www.gamesforchange.org/play/do-
i-have-a-right/ (last visited Mar. 22, 2016); ICED I Can End Deportation, GAMES FOR CHANGE,
http://www.gamesforchange.org/play/iced-i-can-end-deportation/ (last visited Mar. 22, 2016).
174. For example, the Iron Tech Lawyer Competition, part of the course entitled "Technology,
Innovation and Law Practice" at Georgetown Law School, engages students in a competition to
design mobile applications related to legal issues. See Iron Tech Lawyer, GEORGETOWN LAW:
PROGRAM IN LEGAL TECHNOLOGIES, http://www.law.georgetown.edu/academics/centers-
institutes/legal-profession/legal-technologies/iron-tech/ (last visited Mar. 22, 2016).
175. See, e.g., A2J Author, IIT CHI.-KENT C. OF L., https://www.kentlaw.iit.
edu/institutes-centers/center-for-access-to-justice-and-technology/a2j-author (last visited Mar. 22,
2016) (program to help self-represented litigants complete their legal forms using gamification).
176. See CALL, http://www.cali.org (last visited Mar. 22, 2016).
177. See A2J, supra note 175.
178. See CALL, supra note 176.
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courthouse.179 After an A2J "Guided Interview" for the prospective pro se
individual has been created using the A2J Author tool, it is uploaded to the
National Public Automated Documents Online (NPADO) Server for Nonprofit
Legal Services, which uses web-based document assembly services powered by
HotDocs, a document assembly and automation software.1so The user of the
system sees an avatar that progresses through the process of addressing his or her
legal need-a simple form of gamification that aims to keep the user engaged in
the process by seeing the avatar get closer to the graphic of the courthouse on the
181
screen.
Dan Jackson, Executive Director of Northwestern University School of
Law's NuLawLab is developing a simulation for self-represented litigants.182
The simulation will provide self-represented parties in Connecticut with the
background they need to proceed through the court system while also building a
support system around that community for self-represented individuals.183 At
the time of this writing, NuLawLab's simulation is in the process of being
refined and tested for distribution and has already won a Hague Institute for the
Internationalisation of Law (HiiL) Innovating Justice Award.184
In an attempt to introduce games as a way to increase engagement and
access to legal services, the author experimented with two games related to
specific areas of the law. The first game was developed independently by the
author about the subject of estate planning law. Level one focused on the
selection of a guardian for a child-a basic legal concern for anyone who has
children.186 The author paid for the funding of the initial development of the
game, working with a game designer, programmer, and artist. In order to raise
money to develop the game further, the author posted the game concept on a
RocketHub campaign in 2014.117 While many individuals in the legal profession
and, in particular, the legal service sector, were supportive of the concept, the
funding to actually build the game to completion was not reached. The game
assets and design have been permanently placed on hold. Without the ability to
179. See A2J, supra note 175.
180. See Kirby, A2J Author, Hotdocs and the "National Server," PROBONONET (Feb. 4,
2008, 1:45 PM), www.probono.net/va/search/download. 152575.
181. See A2J, supra note 175.
182. See Online Simulation for Self-Represented Parties, NULAWLAB, http://www.nulawlab.
org/view/online-simulation-for-self-represented-parties (last visited Mar. 22, 2016).
183. See id.
184. See id.
185. The author provided unbundled estate planning services online for ten years in the State
of North Carolina.
186. Stephanie Kimbro, Demo of Estate Quest Game, YoUTUBE (Jan. 22, 2014),
https://youtu.be/H6WbRLc8mml [hereinafter Demo].
187. See Stephanie L. Kimbro & Christopher Ellis, Game for Legal Services-Time Travel! An
Estate Quest! Learn Law by Gaming!, ROCKETHUB, http://www.rockethub.com/projects/39501-
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easily monetize a game for legal services, it has proven challenging to get those
in legal services to take already too-small funds away from immediate legal
needs of their clients to invest in a game that would be more about preventing
future legal problems than solving current ones.
In the estate planning game, the player is a detective presented with different
case files about individuals who failed to prepare estate planning for their
families before their deaths. The player uses a time machine to time travel to
different dates showing scenes in the case. Each scene is interactive with
animated elements and clues for the player to discover. The clues reveal what
should have been written into an estate plan to prevent the negative
consequences. Through game play, the player uses the time machine and the
clues to uncover the mystery and to create a more positive outcome for the
family.
In the process, the player learns basic estate planning concepts and connects
with real-world resources that may be used to create estate planning to protect
his or her family. The game is designed to include sharing components through
Facebook and Twitter to allow the player to share progress and engage with
friends and family about end-of-life planning. "Rewards" for completing the
game are designed to include free or discounted legal services pertaining to
estate planning. This game would have been mobile, cross-platform, and free to
play.
The second game the author worked on was developed for Illinois Legal Aid
Online and covered the topic of eviction. This game was going to put the player
in the role of a landlord of several properties with the focus of making as much
money as possible as different tenant issues arise. The purpose of this game was
to inform people of their legal rights as tenants by playing the "bad guy"
landlord in an amusing game. As the player goes through the game, they would
be presented with access to Illinois Legal Aid Online's resources for tenants
which could include self-help legal forms, online video tutorial, or other useful
information that could be both preventive and provide immediate assistance.
The development of this game ended when the funding for it was cut for political
reasons. One of the lessons learned from this game experiment was that
classification of a game in a budget or proposal for funding should be reworded
from "game" to "educational platform" or some other wording that does not
frighten administrators who may see the term "game" and not understand the
serious goals of the project or the goals of increasing online engagement and
access.
These experiments in game development indicate that to increase access to
justice it may be more cost effective to focus on ways to inject elements of
gamification into existing online strategies for increasing engagement rather than
focusing on the development of full games. The challenges of developing a full
online game related to legal services include: (1) the upfront cost; (2) ongoing
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management of the game development process;1ss (3) publication costs on
various platforms (Apple, Google Play, Android, Facebook, integration on the
organization's website, etc.);19 (4) the development of a distribution and
marketing strategy; (5) continued testing of the game with clients and analysis of
usage and iteration based on feedback; (6) ongoing maintenance and support of
the game; and (7) building in outcomes reporting and usage data to inform both
the further development of the game and the improvement of the relevant legal
resources.
In addition to these challenges, there is the difficultly of designing a game
around one basic legal need that is fun. Legal issues are often complex, and
there are jurisdictional concerns with trying to narrow down the concepts for
game design to only a few basic legal concepts that the developer would like to
have the player take away with them.
As mentioned above, there are other mobile applications and smaller scale
games that have been developed by lawyers, law firms, and law students that
relate to legal services.190 Many of these games and mobile applications reach
out to the public on single legal issues through the development of small game
projects rather than trying to tackle the entire process or all of the legal issues
that would come up in the legal need situation of the player.191 Another issue is
acquiring the usage data from these experiments in smaller games and mobile
applications. Through these, we might acquire more information about how the
public uses them and how they could be further developed to reach a broader
audience online. With that information, it may be possible that a legal aid
organization could create a strategy for increasing online engagement that
includes both small mobile applications and web-based games along with
gamification of existing technology tools and online legal resources.
188. Even if this process is outsourced to a company that provides game development,
someone from the organization must still work with them to help the designer understand how the
legal issue must be presented in the game.
189. Successful games for social good, such as Half the Sky, have placed all of their resources
into developing the game under a single platform, such as Facebook, and then realized that it
severely limited their ability to reach out to a larger number of people. Likewise, many of the early
games related to legal services were browser-based and built in Flash. Once this technology became
outdated, it required a complete overhaul of the game into another platform. There are ways to
design and develop a game for multiple platforms and this is now the more commonly
recommended course. However, publication and distribution on multiple platforms increases the
cost even if in the long-term developing it that way is more cost-effective.
190. A simple Google search for law games or on the Apple Apps store will pull up a series of
examples. Margaret Hagan's website LawDojo is one example of a series of smaller games that
both law students and the public are exploring to learn basic legal rights. See LAWDOJO, supra note
172.
191. See, e.g., Demo, supra note 186 (focusing only on estate planning); Do I Have a Right?,
supra note 173 (focusing only on constitutional law).
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X. CONCLUSION
This Paper has provided a background on methods of increasing online
engagement and discussed ways that the legal profession can increase its online
engagement with the public through gamification for the purpose of increasing
access to justice. We know from other industries that the online marketing tools,
including social media strategies, that worked to engage only a few years ago are
no longer engaging to the extent necessary to create relationships between the
public and the legal profession online. Increasing online engagement is a critical
component of increasing access to justice in our country because it provides the
most effective way for legal professionals to connect with individuals with legal
needs and to provide them with needed education and resources. It is not enough
that the legal profession create online websites and resources for the public to
access. Without evaluating the level of effective online engagement, those
efforts will not reach the public they are intended to serve. There is
multidisciplinary research that can help the profession understand how to create
more online interactive resources. Gamification is only one potential method of
increasing online engagement. Nevertheless, as the profession develops new
technologies and online resources, it should consider the benefits of gamification
and study the science behind it in order to increase the effectiveness of online
resources and their impact on access to justice.
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